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1
(Software Reliablility Model; SRM)
(Non-Homogeneous Poisson




Estimation; WSE) [1]. (Xiao and Dohi [6]) WSE
NHPP SRM
WSE Xiao and Dohi [6]
WSE (Maximum
Likelihood Estimation; MLE) (Least Squares Estimation; LSE)
WSE oversmoothing
Xiao and Dohi [8] TIPSH (Translation-Invariant
Poisson Smoothing using Haar Wavelets) ( [2])
WSE
[6] 2
WSE DT-WSE, WSE NDT-WSE
Timmermann and Nowak [4] (Multiscale Analysis)
)$\triangleright$ (Bayesian Multiscale Estimation; BME)
BME
DT-WSE NDT-WSE
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2 NHPP
NHPP [7].
$k=0,1,$ 2, . . .
$k$ $N_{k}= \sum_{k=0}^{k}Y_{k}$
$Y_{0}=N_{0}=0$ $\{N_{k} :k=0,1,2, . . .\}$ NHPP
$Pr\{N_{k}=m\}$ $=$ $\frac{\{\Lambda_{k}\}^{7n}}{m!}\exp\{-\Lambda_{k}\}$ , $m=0,1,2$ , . . . (1)
$E[N_{k}]=\Lambda_{k}$ NHPP
$k$ $\lambda_{k}=\Lambda_{k}-\Lambda_{k-1}$ $k(\geq 1)$
$E[Y_{k}]=\lambda_{k}$
NHPP ( ) $\Lambda_{k}(\lambda_{k})$
NHPP
$\lambda_{k}$ $[0, T]$
$n(=2^{J};J=1,2, \ldots)$ $y_{k}=x_{k}-x_{k-1}(k=1,2, . . . , n)$
$\lambda_{k}$
$Y_{k}=\lambda_{k}+r/k$ , $k=1,2$ , . . . , $n$ . (2)
$\eta_{k}$ $Xk$ $(k=0,1, 2, . . . , n)$
3
fine level coarse level
(Haar Wavelet TYansform; HWT)
(DT-WSE, NDT-WSE) (BME)
HWT HWT
(smoothness) (detailness) fine level
coarse level WSE
BME






$c=c_{0}=(c0,0, c_{0,1}, \ldots, c_{\{),N-1})$ $\lambda=\lambda_{0}=(\lambda_{0,0}, \lambda_{0,1,}\lambda_{0,N-1})$
$c_{0}$
$\lambda_{0}$ $0$ (resolution level)
$N=2^{J}$ $J$ $\lambda_{0,k}(k=0,1, \ldots, N-1)$
$k$
$c_{0,k}$
$c_{0}\sim Poisson(\lambda_{0})$ . (3)
HWT $\lambda$ $\lambda_{j,k}$ $\theta_{j,k}$
$\lambda_{j,k}=\lambda_{j-1,2k}+\lambda_{j-1,2k+1}$ , (4)
$\theta_{j,k}=\lambda_{j-1,2k}-\lambda_{j-1,2k+1}$ (5)




3.2 Multiscale Multiplicative Innovations Model
$d_{j,k}$
Timmermann and Nowak [4] MMI
(Multiscale Multiplicative Innovations Model)












1. Estimate coarsest scale coefficient
$\hat{\lambda}_{J,0}=c_{J,0}$
2. For $j=J$ down to 1 and $k=0$ to $N/2^{j}-1$








$f( \delta)=\sum_{i=1}^{M}p_{i}\frac{(1-\delta^{2})^{s_{i}-1}}{B(s_{i},s_{i})2^{2s_{i}-1}},$ $(-1\leq\delta\leq 1)$ (12)
$B(u, v)= \int_{0}^{1}t^{u-1}(1-t)^{v-1}dt$ $p_{i}$ $i$















(41, 351), (73, 367), (81, 461) $\Lambda_{k}$
$\lambda_{k}$ (Mean Square Error; MSE)
$MSE_{1}=\frac{\sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{n}(\Lambda_{k}-x_{k})^{2}}}{n}$ , (16)
$MSE2=\frac{\sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{n}(\lambda_{k}-y_{k})^{2}}}{n}$ (17)
(Maximum ${\rm Log}$ Likelihood; MLL) $\searrow$
4.1
[6$|$ 1 NHPP
MLE LSE 2 MSEl,









Xiao and Dohi [6] DT-WSE Xiao and Dohi [8] NDT-
WSE 3 HAT $(\cdot,\cdot$ $)$ , HFT $(\cdot,\cdot)$ Anscombe Transform Fisz
Transform DT-WSE $H(\cdot,$ $\cdot$ $)$ NDT-WSE, HTI$(\cdot,$ $\cdot)$ TIPSH
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No. Cumulative Sottware Fault No. Software Fault per Day
$0$ 16 32 40
Tc $Dateu$
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